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A Swiss Postage Due Puzzle from China
by Harlan F. Stone, CPhH

Collecting international mail with
Swiss postage due charges has led t o
many puzzling challenges . Often one
must look at a cover from several
different angles to understand the
amount of postage to be collected at th e
Swiss destination. An analysis of a
complicated example may have to tak e
into account at least nine postal history
factors :

• periods of validity for individual
adhesive stamps and postal cards ;

• changes in minimum postage due
charges in Switzerland; and

• mistakes that postal clerks made i n
calculating postage due charges .

In early 2003 two dealers sharing
a booth at a large exhibition in the
United States speculated on the reaso n
for the amount of Swiss postage due on a
1901 card from China that I was
interested in buying (Figure 1). They
concluded that the "12½ cts " notation at
the upper right corner represented a
12½-cent prepaid (continued on page 11)

• UPU penalty formulas for unpaid an d
underpaid mail ;

• prepaid postage rates from Switzer-
land, the basis for its postage du e
charges ;

• changing relationships of different
countries' postage rates to the international gold centime and Switzerland 's centime ;

• the meaning of postage due handstamps used internationally to indicate single or double
deficiency ;

• UPU rules for forwarded and returned mail ;

• UPU rules regarding postal card dimensions and private picture postcards ;
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President's Message
I am sad to report that Max Rheinberger

died on June 9, 2004. Max was the founder and
one-man leader of the Liechtenstein Stud y
Group and their publication
LIECHTENSTUDY. He was Chairman of that
group for over 13 years before turning the rein s
over to Ralph Schneider . Max had a very
successful business career as well being a major
collector of Liechtenstein philately . All made
more amazing since he was paralyzed from the
neck down with polio since 1952.

AHPS has received notification that the
Society is to be a beneficiary of Max's will . The
first $5,000 .00 of the proceeds an auction of his
philatelic material is to go to AHPS to pay for
the indexing compilation and publication of
LIECHTENSTUDY issues 1982 to 1999 .

In the last issue I relayed the problems
that Christopher Komondy had with APS . We
have also been informed that a court upheld o r
affirmed a civil action judgment agains t
Komondy, holding him liable for having
defrauded the seller of the business he acquired .

See the next article with information
about our exciting AHPS Convention next
March. It's not too early to start making you r
plans to attend .

Bill Lucas

2005 MIPS Convention
by Harlan F. Stone and

Helen M. Galatan-Stone

The next AHPS convention, to be held i n
New York during the March 17-20 Mega-Event
in Madison Square Garden, will include the
following events . The Garden is bounded by 7th-
8th Avenues and 31st-33rd Streets .

• Thursday, 10 a .m.-6 p.m. – Dealer bours e
and exhibits .

• Friday, 2-5 p.m. Seminar on "Team
Exhibiting à la Swiss" at the Collectors Club,
22 East 35th St., Manhattan . Exhibits by the
five members of "American Helvetia" in the
4th Swiss Champion competition and pane l
discussion on the team judging regulations .

• Friday, 6 p.m. – Informal group dinner at Le
Café Crème, 165 Madison Ave . (near 32nd

St.), Manhattan. Individual bills averaging
$25-35 . Advance sign-up with us required for
French restaurant with limited seating .

• Saturday, 10 a .m.-noon – Annual busines s
meeting at the Garden.

• Saturday, noon – Complimentary exhibitors '
awards luncheon. at the Garden. Tickets for
spouses and guests cost $20, payable at th e
door to American Stamp Dealers Associatio n
(ASDA, a co-sponsor of the Mega-Event) .
Reservations with us required 10 days i n
advance .

• Saturday, 4 p .m. – Judges ' critique at the
Garden .

• Saturday, 6 p .m. – Formal group dinner at
Marchi's, 251 East 31st St., Manhattan .
$39 .90 per person for Italian family-style
five-course fixed-menu meal (excludin g
drinks), payable to us no later than dinne r
time. Reservations with us required 10 days
in advance .

• Sunday, 9 a.m.-noon – Swap session for
AHPS members at place to be determined .

The ASDA has booked a block of rooms at
the New York Hotel Pennsylvania for use by it s
members and AHPS . Ask for a "Mega-Event "
room at $139 (plus tax), the special price for a
single or double. The hotel is at 401 Seventh
Ave. (33rd St.) opposite Madison Square Garden .
Its phone numbers are (212) 736-5000 and (800 )
223-8585 .

Exhibitor entry forms are available from
us, P.O. Box 770334, Woodside, NY 11377-0334,
(718) 478-2374, hfstone@rcn .com .

AHPS Website Update
by Bruce Marsden

I wanted to call your attention to two new
features proposed for the AHPS website : the
addition of a scanned sample issue of TELL an d
the initiation of an Exhibit Display area .

For this experiment, I have established a
"mirror " site which you can view at www .swiss-
stamps.us . Please take a look and provide me
with any feedback or suggestions .

For the demonstration of the Exhibi t
Display area, I have volunteered two of m y
exhibits, "Switzerland 1949 Engineering and
Landscapes Issue" and "To Switzerland from A
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to Z" -- not because they are intimidatingly good ,
but because they were handy and as proof of
concept .

I invite all exhibitors to consider
submitting their exhibits for inclusion on th e
site. There are a number of ways to arrange it .
Exhibitors with access to scanning equipment
can prepare scans of each page of your ow n
exhibit and forward them to me, either by email
or preferably by mailing the scans on a CD -
ROM. For exhibitors whose eyes just glazed
over, I will offer to scan your exhibit for you .
Two ways to arrange this come to mind . If you
choose, you can mail your exhibit to me, I wil l
scan it and mail it back to you, but pleas e
contact me in advance to arrange the logistica l
details and agree on a suitable range of dates .
Alternatively, whether or not you are planning
to exhibit at our next meeting at the ASDA
Spring Megashow in New York, bring your
exhibit and we can make arrangements to scan
it. For exhibitors, I'm thinking of hosting a
cheese fondue party at my home, a forty minute
direct train ride from the show at Madison
Square Garden on Sunday evening after th e
exhibits have come down . While I scan, the
group can sup. Exhibitors, please let me know if
you are interested in participating or not . Even
if you are not interested in participating, give
me feedback so I can improve the concept .

I am interested in further developing the
web site so that it becomes a superior tool for
encouraging Swiss Philately and also to provid e
a repository of useful information for members .
Please send me your ideas and suggestions . See
my contact information on page 2 . Thank you
for your interest and support !

The Official Word on
Marginal Markings on
Swiss Stamps

by Richard T. Hall

Simultaneous with the publication of m y
article "Marginal Markings on Recent Swis s
Stamps" in the September 2004 issue of TELL,
Swiss Post in their publication Focus on Stamps ,
Issue 3/2004, has now provided the official word
on the "standard" layout of sheets of Swis s
stamps. According to Swiss Post, these changes

were evident on some of the issues of March
2004 and from May 2004 on, on all sheets of 1 6
or 20 stamps . Sheetlets of less than 16 stamps
(such as the Zeppelin NT sheetlet) and business
sheets (sheets of 50 self-adhesive stamps) wil l
not have these markings .

Now to the specifications for the
"standard" sheet layout . Referring to the 2004
Pro Patria sheet illustrated in my Septembe r
article as Figure 2, Swiss Post has designate d
seven types of marginal markings :

A. The upper selvedge — name of the stam p
issue with its theme (in at least 4 languages )
[in our example, "Pro Patria 2004" ]

B. The upper right corner selvedge — year of
issue [in our example, "2004"]

C. The right selvedge — remaining sheet valu e
[in our example, "7 .50, 15 .00, . . . "]

D. The lower right corner selvedge — Swiss Pos t
logo

E. The lower selvedge — subject of the stamp [i n
our example, "Beinhaus Gentilino TI, " etc . ]

F. The lower left corner selvedge — EDP number
for post offices (I assume this stands for
"Electronic Data Processing " or something
similar) [in our example, "509 162 "]

G. The left selvedge — "additional information
as needed " [in our example, "Für kulturelle
and soziale Werke in der Schweiz," et . ]

Now the question is, which of thes e
markings will Zumstein list in thei r
Spezialkatalog Schweiz? My bet is on only
marking "E" with marking "A" as an outsid e
possibility . Herr Hertsch, will you inform th e
collecting world of Zumstein 's policy while the
stamps are still on sale?
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Swiss Stamp-Saving Soldiers
by Harlan F Stone, CPhH

A correspondence of six letters to the Philatelic Club in Burgdorf, Switzerland, in late 1939

caught my eye for a couple of reasons . All the letters were written by soldiers using the military fiel d

post, and all of them arrived at the club with postage due . AHPS member Emil Tobler and I speculat e

that the soldiers were responding to a mailing to all members, perhaps an annual dues notice . AHPS

member Helen Galatan-Stone proposes an alternate theory that someone at the club wanted to collect

military postmarks. The responses, all arriving in Burgdorf between mid-November and mid -

December, came from military units based throughout the country .

Whatever the reason for the mail -
ing, all the soldiers sent in their responses withou t
paying any postage, assuming they had free post -

age rights as soldiers on active duty. But since
their letters were addressed to the Philatelic Club ,
it was obvious to the postal clerks at the points of

origin and destination that postage was due since
the letters were not on military matters nor t o
immediate family members of the soldiers .

Illustrated here are three of the let -
ters. The one with only a 20c postage due stamp
must have come from a nearby military positio n
since it represents twice the prepaid rate of only

10c for letters going no more than 10 kilometers .
The two others were charged 40c postage due, two
times the prepaid rate of 20c for letters travelin g
more than 10 kilometers . The Figure 1 cover wa s

addressed simply to the Philatelic Club, the Figure 2 cover to Mr . Fink-Bader at the club, and th e

Figure 3 cover to Mr . Fink-Baser at a street address . At the Burgdorf post office the clerks no doub t

knew by then, if not before, that Mr . Fink-Bader was a stamp collector and not a military person or a

soldier's close relative. Poor Mr. Fink-Bader. Whether he was trying to collect annual dues or mili -

tary postmarks, he was obliged to pay all the postage due that the post office charged the club .
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The 1929 Zeppelin Flights - Revisited

St. Gallen Drop - First Flight (26 September 1929)
by Michael Peter

In previous articles we have seen miss-
ing mail bags found in the woods days
after the drop (Basel) . We hav

e discussed mail bags dropped into the tow n
fountain (Fribourg) . In this article we
have another interesting story about a
mail bag that found its way to a balcony
of a St . Gallen business .

On the morning of September 26 ,
1929, the Graf Zeppelin departed Frie-

drichshafen, Germany (its home base) at
8 :25 a.m. and began its first Swiss flight
of 1929. It proceeded over Lake Con-
stance, over the city of Constance, the
Rhein Falls, Stein on Rhein, and Olten

on its way to Basel. The airship then
proceeded over Biel, Neuchatel, Geneva ,
Bern, Lucerne, Zürich, Winterthur, and
Gossau on its way to St . Gallen. Mail
drops were made along the way .

Each mail pouch dropped consisted of a
small oilskin bag (9 inches by 6 inches) held to-
gether with press studs . The pouch was weighted
with tiny pockets of sand and attached to long col -
ored streamers . On the pouch, a message in three
languages asked the finder to give the contents t o
the nearest postal authorities . There was never a
great effort by the Zeppelin company to retriev e
these pouches for future use . Thus a great num-
ber were manufactured. Despite this, these
pouches have become great collectors' items and
are very rare. Recent auctions have seen these
mail pouches fetch in excess of $2500 .

Over St. Gallen the crew dropped the mail
pouch, where it fell on the balcony of a business by
the name of Mettler & Co . Only 12 pieces of-mai l
were in the mail pouch . Before bringing the mail
pouch to the post office, an employee of Mettle r
applied the Mettler cachet to all 12 pieces of mail .
A simple way of advertising their firm on articles
dropped from the silver cigar in the sky! The ma-
jority of these pieces of mail were German franked .
However Swiss franked and unfranked items do
exist .

This was the last drop for this flight ; at
5 :26 p .m. the Graf returned to Friedrichshafen af-
ter flying over nine hours .
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A Fishing Permit Stamp
by Donn Lueck

Mountaineering and skiing head the list of
sporting activities in Switzerland, the land of th e
towering Alps. Who can imagine a more beautifu l
setting to go fishing?

This license illustrated was issued in Ay-
ent, Canton Valais, on 10 October 2000 . It was
issued to M. Pierre Guinand, of Morges (Canton
Vaud) The 2-franc stamp is inscribed "TAXE DE
PECHE 00 ." The stamp is a light violet, with "Fr .
2.-" overprinted in red. In the center of the stamp
is a trout .

There are federal laws on fishing, but the
details are left to each canton . After all, one can-
not fish in the same fashion in the canton of Ge-
neva - an almost flat region—as in Grisons, which
has hundreds of mountain streams . In Valais
many communes constructed small lakes as re-
serves in case of fire or dire drought . Cantonal
permits give rights to fish in the streams, but
these lakes remain in private hands . A fisherman
can buy a permit to fish one of those lakes, usually at the nearest restaurant . M. Guinand paid Fr . 20
for this permit, plus Fr . 2 to the canton ; the 2 francs were represented by the stamp . According to the
rules, every catch must be recorded immediately in the specially provided fields of the fishing permit ;
note the row of numbers 1-5 on the left side of the license . The catches are recorded by simply making
a small tear through the number . The limit was five fish per day . Every fish more than 22 cm . in
length must be kept by the fisherman. A fine of Fr . 20 .- per fish is imposed for any catch that is no t
recorded immediately . Fishermen must show their day card at once if asked by the guard . Any viola-
tion of the above-mentioned regulations is subject to a minimum fine of Fr . 100.-. The cantonal law is
applicable for every point that is not written on the license .

M. Guinand is a prominent philatelist and Swiss expert . It is nice to know this personal side of
M. Guinand, also that, from the tears on the license, he caught his limit of five fish that day - Ed .

Anyone with additional information about other fishing license stamps from Switzerland is in-
vited to correspond with the author directly : Box 11582, Phoenix, AZ 85061 or by email a t
donn3@earthlink.net .
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AHPS Auction 130
Prices realized

Lot
#

Selling
price $

Lot
#

Selling
price $

Lot
#

Selling

price $
6 1 70 14 103 1 1

12 7 71 12 104 1 0

13 51 72 10 105 1 0

16 16 73 20 106 1 0

17 32 74 40 107 1 3

18 45 75 48 108 9

19 280 76 30 109 26

20 110 77 8 111 1 4

21 190 78 8 112 3 0

22 40 79 9 113 20

23 35 80 10 115 1 3

24 30 81 11 116 2 1

26 32 83 10 117 20

27 26 85 9 118 1 6

28 40 87 25 1!9 1 2

29 16 89 13 120 3 9

43 4 91 14 121 6 8

44 2 92 11 122 10 0

45 2 93 12 123 26 1
125 6 052 21 94 1 0

53 52 95 11 126 4 0

55 10 96 25 127 4 5

64 8 97 11 129 40

65 13 98 11 130 4 5

66 90 99 10 131 5 0

67 16 100 16 132 5 0

68 62 101 16 133 5 0

69 25 102 10 134 50

Sales Circuit Notes
Nine circuits have been posted this yea r

as of 27 August . Three to five more may be ex -

pected before year end . All nine circuits in-

cluded very desirable material, most at price s
lower than available elsewhere . Notable were

nice showings of postage due, telegraph, Stru -
bels, Helvetias, covers and officials, among oth -
ers .

There are now 53 members signed up t o

recieve one or more of the forty categories which

become available from time to time .

In popularity Strubels and sitting Helve-
tias are the leaders among current participants ,
with standing Helvetias, se tenant, tête-bêche ,

and officials close behind .

MEMBERS WHO ARE NO

T PARTICI-TELL

PATING IN CIRCUIT SALES may want to giv e

it a try . It is easy and costs nothing to get on a

circuit list. Circuits usually have only one, o r

two closely related categories of the forty avail -

able . Members focused on specific areas will re -

cieve only circuits containing stamps from thei r

particular area of interest . Prices and breadth

of choice will typically be more favorable than

what might be found from all the dealers at any

but the largest stamp shows . Selections can be

made at home with members ' collections and

philatelic tools at hand . The probability of find -

ing something you want in an AHPS circuit i s

high; less than 10% of sales reports show no

sales, while most show many items bought .

Members who have worthwhile dupli -
cates, or who wish to dispose of parts of thei r

collection are encouraged to make up and submit

sales books . For information on buying or sell -

ing through the AHPS circuit sales contact Emil

Tobler, POB 26, Bradford, RI, 02808, PH 401 -

377-2238, e-mail swissboy3@netzero .com.

BUYERS AND PROSPECTIV

E BUYERS. In the past year the Swiss franc has in -

creased dramatically in value relative to th e

U.S. dollar. The increase has not yet bee

n evident in the price of circuit material. Now is th e

time to buy .

	

(continued on page 20)
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Swiss Cancellations 1843-1854

A Book Review by Harlan F Stone, CPhH

Oblitérations Suisses 1843-1854 et
Raretés des Emissions de Cette Période (Swiss
Cancellations 1843-1854 and Rarities of the Is -
sues of This Period) by Henri Grand, no publica -

tion place, publisher or date, 8 pp + 327

numbered pp, color illustrations, 9¼ x 12 inches ,
hard covers, perfect binding, 150 Swiss francs ,

from Ventes aux Enchères Giorgino, P .O. Box

790, CH-2501 Bienne, Switzerland.

Students and exhibitors of early Swis s

stamps no longer have to imagine what the per -

fect collection would look like because it now ex-
ists — on paper — in this large, colorful book by a
still very active Swiss exhibitor who won the in -

ternational grand prize at PARIS 1982 for his

display of classic Swiss stamps .

To illustrate everything about cancel s

known to date, he cites three sources : his prix
d'honneur exhibit of Swiss cancels at the

TICINO 2003 exhibition in Switzerland, mor e

than 15 years of auction catalog clippings, and

other collections including that at the Swiss Mu -

seum of Communication in Bern. His state d
purpose is to promote research into the histor y

of Swiss cancels, a vast subject with the origin o f

some still unknown and new examples appear -
ing each year. This book also reflects his thesi s

that Swiss cancels, with their different colore d

inks, give a particular attractiveness to letters
from the period. His achieved goal is to provide
pleasure for the eye .

To organize this visual feast, the author

has divided the book into three sections, cancel s
on Swiss cantonal stamps in use from 1843 to
1854, on federal stamps available during 1850 -

1854, and on rare frankings throughout both pe -
riods . This range of dates takes in the Zurich ,
Geneva and Basel cantonal stamps, their transi -

tional stamps, and the federal Rayons and Stru -
bels .

Since marcophily has moved beyond th e
days of showing different cancels in chronologi -
cal order without commentary, the author take s

a postal history approach, using his years o f

study to document where, when and why certai n
cancels were applied to certain stamps . As a re -
sult he has taken a big step beyond two of the
most widely known Swiss books on Swiss can -

cels, The Postage Stamps of Switzerland 1843 -

1862 by Mirabaud and Reuterskiöld in 1899 an d

The Great Handbook of Cancellations on Swis s
Stamps 1843-1882 by Andres and Emmenegge r

in 1931, which was updated by Müller and Lipp

in 1969 .

To orient the reader, the author make s

two early distinctions; first, the difference be -

tween a Swiss postal marking and a cancel . The

earliest handstamped postal marking is De

Genève applied by a French office in Swis

s territory on a letter dated 1695, long before the in -

troduction of adhesive stamps ; whereas the

earliest cancel on an adhesive stamp appears o n

the Zurich 6-rappen cantonal issue on a letter

dated March 2, 1843, which is pictured on the

book's cover .

The second distinction divides all cancel s

into mute and "talking . " Mute cancels include

the cantonal rosettes and the federal grills .

Talking cancels include all with a letter or num -

ber as well as those with a word or name .

Examples include P (paye), LBpH (lettre de Bâle
pour Huningue), RL (rayon limitrophe) and 2

(kreuzers) . A unique federal grill with diagonal

bars surrounding St .G (for St . Gallen) combine s

both mute and talking characteristics .

Along the way the author slips in all th e

rate information based on distance and/o r

weight that prevailed during the cantonal perio d

and under the first federal tariffs of October 1 ,

1849, and January 1, 1852 . This information is

particularly helpful in the case of Geneva, whic h

initially continued to use French centimes afte r

the rest of Switzerland agreed on German-Swiss

rappens .

The book reaches its climax in the thir d

section where the different cancels appear on

rare frankings: half, quarter and two-third

s bisects; Rayons with frames or no frames around

the central cross in the design ; combinations of

the eight Rayons ; and Rayon-Strubel mixed

frankings (I believe the author shows all 11 re -

corded to date) . Among exotic destination letter s

is one in 1854 to the Crimean War .

What appears at first to be only a prett y

coffee-table book turns out to be a valuable, fully

illustrated text on the postal history of Swis s

cancels (and uses of early Swiss stamps) .
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Charles J . LaBlonde's
Donation Of Geneva Post

Office Archival Material
The Western Philatelic Library o f

Sunnyvale, California has received as a donatio n
from Charles LaBlonde an extensive set o f

binders containing his archive and researc h
material on the post offices of Canton Geneva .
This material is contained in 10 three-rin g
binders expertly and superbly presented .
Because of the nature of this material, it will b e
placed in the "closed stacks" of the library and ,
thus, will not be available for borrowing .
However, the library plans to scan the pages an d
make them available as a document on the "ope n
stacks." Serious researchers may make

arrangements with the library staff to inspec t
and study the donated materials . The library
has a color scanner and a black and whit e
copying machine to support research efforts .

A brief summary of the content that ca n
be found in this donated material is as follows :

• A color reproduction of the coat of arm s
for the particular district associated wit h
the post office

• Color photographs of the post offic e

• A history of the particular post office and
the associated area that it serve s

• Detailed maps of the area associated wit h
the post office

• Samples of post marks associated with
the post office

• Illustrations of the postal markings fro m
the PTT Archives that have been used at
the post office

• Samples of registration etiquettes for the
post office for various time period s

• Samples of postage meters associate d
with the post office

• Samples of covers mailed from the pos t
office

Seven binders are associated with a
specific post office . The remaining material i s
contained alphabetically in a three-binder set .
These seven offices have their own binders :

• Châtelaine

• Chêne-Bougeries

• Chêne-Bour g

• Hermance

• Aire

• Vernier

• Chouley

The quality of Chuck's effort is truly

outstanding. Even if you don't have a specifi c

interest in the topic, you should examine thi s

material just to see what can be done . Superb !
Efforts and contributions like this are rare and a

big hearty thanks to Chuck for sharing his work ,

study and efforts with the rest of the philateli c
world .

This donation is just one portion of

Chuck's 40-year accumulation of Swiss research

material that will all reside at the Western

Philatelic Library. The library also maintains

the extensive AHPS bibliography of Swis s

philatelic literature that contains over 600 0

Swiss entries and over 1000 Liechtenstein

entries. The library is the US center for Swis s

philatelic research .

The Western Philatelic Library is locate d

in Sunnyvale, California. They have limited

hours four days each week, including Friday

evening and Saturday afternoon . The Library i s

located at 1500 Partridge Avenue, Building 6 -

Room 6. The web site is www .fwpl.org and the

telephone number is (408) 733-0336 . The

mailing address is P . O. Box 2219, Sunnyvale,

CA 94087-2219. If you would like to visit the

library please call in advance to avoid

disappointment .

Plan to attend/exhibit at these AHPS

Conventions and shows :

MEGA-EVENT, March 17-20, 2005 -- Ne w

York, NY; contacts Harlan and Helen Ston e

(see page 2 for addresses) . See article on

page 3 for more information .

WESTPEX, April 2006 -- San Francisc o

St. Louis Stamp Expo, February 2007 -- St .

Louis ; Contact: Michael Peter (see page 2

for addresses)
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A Swiss Postage Due Puzzle from China
by Harlan F . Stone, CPhH

(continued from page 1) card rate to a foreign destination such as Switzerland . In early 2004 when I
agreed to pay for the card, after Swiss postage due mail specialists finally helped construct a plausibl e
explanation for this interesting but complicated example, the dealers said it was their job to find such
an item and the collector's job to understand and explain it . So here goes. The following explanation
comes from a well-known member of the Swiss Association of Philatelic Experts, who cautioned m e
that even after he consulted several postal historians, his explanation is tentative because he is no t
absolutely certain it is correct . The following scenario is a combination of his comments and my
observations .

The card 's writer and mailer was a German soldier serving in the "Boxer Rebellion / East
Asiatic Expedition / Infantry Regiment," according to the abbreviated text in the purple handstamp a t
the left center . Apparently realizing that his card to a young woman in Switzerland did not qualify as
military mail with free postage to an immediate family member, he affixed two Imperial Chinese 5 -
cent stamps, which were postmarked at the Paoting (today's Baoding) post office on May 23 . Since he
used a private picture postcard (Figure 2) not yet acceptable in the international mails, he paid the
Chinese 10-cent international letter rate instead of its 4-cent postal card rate .

However, the stamps of China were not yet valid outside China when used alone . So when the
Paoting post office turned the card over to the German military field post office, a German postal cler k
added the boxed "T" handstamp signifying postage due, as well as the May 24 circular date stamp .

When the "letter" arrived in Basel on July 6, as the partial strike of its circular date stam p
shows, a Swiss postal clerk used a blue crayon to inscribe another "T , " partly hidden beneath the left
postage due stamp, and a purple crayon to note a "12½ cts " (centimes) deficiency and "25 " to be
collected. These calculations show that the Swiss postal clerk based the postage due amount on onl y
half the German 20-pfennig prepaid letter rate to a foreign destination . Apparently he accepted the
Chinese 10 cents as partial payment and decided the "letter" needed another 10 in German pfennings ,
equal to 12½ Swiss centimes. Since the UPU postage due penalty formula was twice the deficiency ,
postage due of 25 Swiss centimes resulted . If the Chinese stamps had no validity, the correct amount
should have been a deficiency of 20pf, equal to 25c, and postage due of 50c .

As the Swiss expert concluded, it is hard to deduce any other explanation for the collection o f
25c from the young woman in Basel . Other theories are invited .

Strubel Study Group
by John Barret t

At ROMPEX last spring we formed a
Strubel Study Group, with charter member s
:Barrett, Lucas, Barton, Withrow, Zeigler ,
Turchik, plus those of you who couldn't make i t
there . . More participants in the group will be
welcome; contact me at Jstrubelboy@aol .com

Contributions:
1 . Heinrich Heissinger has kindly translate d

some sections of Hunziker's book on
Strubels, especially The paper
manufacture, The Dickinson patent, How
the threads were embedded into th e
forming paper, etc . Thank you, Heinrich!

2. My own particular area: inks, and pigments
used. I have made up a listing of all th e
natural dyes which could have been used at
this time. I have also obtained som e
information about whether or not
"mauveine" (also known as "aniline purple" )
was indeed used in the 1 Fr. printings .
Brach had published that this was the case ;
Hunziker also made comment (p.49) .
However, I have researched that the
discoverer of "mauve " (Wm. Perkin,
England ,in 1856), only started to produc e
commercial amounts in late 1857 for th e
Scottish silk-trade. This would not fit with
Feb .1855 as the issue date of the firs t
printing (Zum. + Brach) of the 1fr.
However, I have also found out that a
dyehouse in Lyons (continued on page 20)
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Matterhorn Meanderings

Figure l a

the fossil of a neusticosaurus – as does the new stamp .
The cancel's dinosaur has turned its head more tha n
the one on the stamp and its tail is more twisted, but
they are obviously the same creature . Several of you
wrote me identifying the creature but I want to thank,
in particular, Michael Rutherfoord who sent along sev -

eral Swiss newspaper clippings dating back to 1997 de -
scribing the fossil find at Monte San Giorgio . Michael
also sent a copy of the post card the Swiss Post issue d

in conjunction with the World Heritage Site issue . The
post card very clearly shows the fossil along with an
aerial view of Monte San Giorgio . (Figure lb) Thanks

Michael .

There is one new K-cancel to report this time . On September 7, 2004, K -
cancel 1621 (Figure 2) was put in use at 6775 Ambri in canton Ticino . Ambri is in
the Val Leventina near Airolo . The Val Piora is a hanging valley above the Lev -
entina. The K-cancel honors the Center for Alpine Biology which is located at
around 2000 meters elevation in the Val Piora .

Those of you who are railroad buffs will be inter -
ested in a new Sonderstempel (Figure 3) used on Octobe r
23, 2004, to commemorate the opening of a new rail line b e-
tween Mattstetten (just northeast of Bern) and Rothrist (just south of Olten) .

This new line which is 45 km long is part of the Bahn 2000 project and will cut

the travel time between Bern and Olten .

The Schweizerischer Verein der Poststempelsammler – SVPS – has just

issued their catalog of K-cancels, this time on CD-ROM . The cost of the CD -

ROM is Fr . 40.- . I sent two twenty dollar bills and received my copy in short or -

der. [Order from Schweiz . Verein der Poststempelsammler SVPS, CH-9642 Ebnat-Kappel, Switzer -
land] The catalog is complete through K-cancel 1618 which was first used on May 22 of this year . The

catalog also includes Group 3 machine cancels (town publicity) and Sondercancels . The catalog will

only run on Windows computers – Windows 98, Windows 2000, and Windows XP . Sorry Mac users,

you're left out . Also, don't expect an English-language interface – only German or French, but if yo u

have any knowledge of either of these languages, you should be able to figure the program out . A
sample page from the catalog is shown in Figure 4 .

The catalog is actually a Microsoft Access database file . However, this is transparent to the

user. There is one serious shortcoming of this version of the K-cancel catalog. There is no documenta-
tion to explain how and what needs to be installed on your computer, nor is there any documentatio n
on how to use it . However, I have puzzled out and written up the various bells and whistles of th e

catalog (at least most of them) and can send you a copy for $3 (P .O . Box 15053, Asheville, NC 28813) .

by Richard T Hall

One of the disadvantages of editorial deadlines several weeks prior t o

printing is that later information can outdate an earlier statement . That was

certainly the case last month in my question about the Meride K-cancel . (Figure

la) Virtually simultaneously with your receipt of TELL, many of you also re -

ceived the last edition of Focus on Stamps, the Swiss Post's magazine describing

new issues. The UNESCO World Heritage Site issue of September 7, 2004 ,

honoring the World Heritage Site of Monte San Giorgio and its paleontologica l

treasures gives a clear answer to

my question – the K-cancel shows
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The post office closings list for this issue is as follows :

1. On August 21, 2004, the post office at 7244 Gadenstätt (canton Graubünden) was closed .

2. On August 28, 2004, the post office at 4903 Langenthal 3 Schoren (canton Bern) was closed .

3. On August 31, 2004, the following post offices were closed :

1722 Bourguillon (canton Fribourg)
1262 Eysins (canton Vaud )
1703 Fribourg 3 Beauregard (canton Fribourg )

3805 Goldswil bei Interlaken (canton Bern) [K-cancel 184a was last used on that date ]

3722 Scharnachtal (canton Bern) [K-cancel 958a was last used on that date ]

4. On September 30, 2004, the following post offices were closed :

3000 Bern 16 Burgernziel (canton Bern)

1136 Bussy-Chardonney (canton Vaud )
8777 Diesbach (canton Glarus) [K-cancel 708 was last used on that date ]

1793 Jeuss (canton Fribourg)
4571 Lüterkofen-Ichertswil (canton-Solothurn)
6414 Oberarth (canton Schwyz)
1064 St-Cierges (canton Vaud )
6105 Schachen (canton Luzern)

3912 Termen (canton Valais)

On September 30, 2004, the post office at 5415 Nussbaumen bei Baden (canton Aargau )

changed its name . The new name (5415 Nussbaumen AG) was effective on October 1, 2004 . K-cancel

793 was last used on September 30, 2004 .

5. On October 2, 2004, the following post offices were closed :

1000 Lausanne 4 Marterey (canton Vaud)
1000 Lausanne 5 Mousquines (canton Vaud)
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6. On October 15, 2004, the post office at 2025 Chez-le-Bart (canton Neuchâtel) was closed .

7. On October 29, 2004, the post office at 4027 Basel 27 Wanderstrasse (canton Basel Stadt)was

closed .

"American Helvetia"

Seeks to Win 4th Swiss
Champion Competition

By Harlan F Stone, CPh H

Five members of AHPS, calling them -

selves "American Helvetia , " have set out to win
the 4th Swiss Champion competition among
organizations that belong to the Swiss Federa-

tion of Philatelic Societies . At LEMANPHILA

in Lausanne during August 27-29 they place d
Second among eight teams . Their joint exhibit

advances from this Level III exhibition fo r

team entries to the Level II exhibition at ZIM-
BRA in Horgen next year, and hopefully to a

Level I exhibition and the championship in

2006 .

The team members and their exhibits

are Heinrich Heissinger (a first-time exhibitor) ,

"The Durheim Issues 1850-1854 ;" Kurt

Kimmel, "The Introduction of the Electri
c Telegraph in Switzerland 1852-1886 ;" Harlan

Stone, "Switzerland's Domestic Postal Rate s

1862-1891 ;" Michael Peter, "The Graf Zeppe -

lin's Flights to Switzerland in 1929 ;" and

Charles LaBlonde, "World War II Mail to Ge -

neva Red Cross . " Chuck, the team chief, sug -

gested the formation of the group two year s

ago,

The complex judging rules include bo -

nus points for teams with first-time exhibitors ,

youth exhibitors, a joint introductory page fo r

all five members, and exhibits in different

classes. Participants must show only material

they have never exhibited before . Each team

member had two frames (24 pages) at Level II I

and will expand his contribution to thre e

frames (36 pages) at Level II and four frames

(48 pages) at Level I .
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AHPS Auction 13 1
Here is our largest sale in a long while - 200 lots for your bidding pleasure. Following the basic

stamps, there are sections of airmail covers, BIE forerunners, railway stamps, Liechtenstein an d

soldier stamps (WWI and WWII) . Be sure not to overlook a Campione d'Italia lot (number 43), as wel l

as two large lots (number 119 and 120) . Bid early, high and often !

The first catalog number in the description is generally Zumstein, followed by Scott (Sc ) a s

appropriate . Values are from the 2003 Zumstein - please take into account the very active recen t

market and catalog value increases as you make your bids . In a few lots, the number and/or value ar e

from the Luftpost Handbuch as indicated by (LPK) . The soldier stamps are cataloged by the ne w

Wittner catalogs, per the owner . Catalog value is converted to dollars at the rate SFr . 1 = US$ 0 .80 .

All except the two large lots are illustrated on the Internet via the AHPS web site www .swiss -

stamps .org

Closing date for bids in this auction is November 26, 2004 . Please send bids to auction

manager Gordon Trotter by one of the following means ; On-line via the AHPS web site www .swiss -

stamps.org . Mail: 10626 Fable Row, Columbia, MD 21044. FAX: 410-740-7215 . On-line bids are

preferred and will be acknowledged . The deadline for submitting lots for auction 132 is January15 ,

2005 .

Lot # Description Cat .
Val . $

Min .
Bid $

1 26A (Sc 19) U 4 margins, surface scrape 304 45

2 27C, 21G (Sc 30, 35) U 2 margins, pulled threads 1636 95

3 23G.2 .01 (Sc 37 var .) "comet" plate flaw U 3 margins, cut in at bottom 344 95

4 102 (Sc 127) U F-VF 14 3

5 163, 178 (Sc 200, 206) on complete parcel card from UPU Bern to US,

vertical file fold, trivial edge creases not affecting stamps

96+ 75

6 163y (Sc 200 var.) chalky paper, U VF 72 25

7 164.2.01a (Sc 201 var .) "HFLVETIA" plate flaw * LH F-VF 26 10

8 167AII (Sc 204) * block of 4, 2 stamps NH 5 3

9 168AI (Sc 205) * block of 4, 2 stamps NH 10 5

10 205y (Sc 232 var .) original engraving, U F-VF 36 13

11 206y (Sc 233) * NH corner margin block of 4 7 2

12 207yRM (Sc 234 var .) control number on back, * VF

	

20 11 .50

13 210y (Sc 237 var .) blue & red threads, U VF 5 2 .50

14 215yRM (Sc 243 var .) control number on back, * NH VF 8 4 .50

15 224 (Sc 249) U F 13 4

16 228y,229-30z,231 (Sc 260-3) * LH F-VF 7 3

17 228yRM (Sc 260 var .) control number on back, * NH VF 10 5

18 230yRM (Sc 262 var .) control number on back, * VF 12 6 .50

19 232-4z,235 (Sc 256-9) * LH F-VF 7 2

20 241 (Sc 269) U VF 4 1

21 256 (Sc 283) U F-VF 6 2

22 257RM (Sc 230B var .) control number on back, * VF 8 3

23 272 (Sc 303) U F-VF, light crease 88 20

24 272 (Sc 303) * NH VF 68 48

25 273 (Sc 304) * NH F-VF 160 78
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26 277-80 (Sc 308-11) FDC to Philippines, VF 40+ 18

27 279.2.02 (Sc 310 var .) electric connector missing, * VF, 2000 cat . 120 32

28 280 (Sc 311) U F-VF 4 2

29 285-90 (Sc 316-21) * NH VF 52 27

30 297-308 (Sc 328-39) * NH VF 27 14

31 355R-63R (Sc 382b-90b) (4) singles with control numbers * NH VF 18 9

32 355RL-63RL (Sc 382e-90e) (4) singles with control numbers * NH VF 20 10

33 362RM-9RM (Sc unlisted) (4) singles with control numbers * NH VF 80 8.50

34 391RM-4RM (Sc unlisted) (4) singles with control numbers * NH VF 36 1 5

35 349-50 (Sc 376-7) U FD cancel on PTT sheet 24 1 0

36 445 (Sc 479) block of 4 on cacheted 1966 stamp day cover VF --- 2

37 449-52 (Sc 483-6) U block of 4 FD cancel, VF 6 2

38 595H1-8H4 (Sc 633-4,638 var.) complete singles from booklets * NH VF 18 8

39 S69.1.09-72.1.09 pairs with plate # in bridge, * NH VF 22 9.50

40 WIII 7.2 .01 (Sc B79 var .) line under 2nd "E" of Helvetia, * NH VF, 2000 cat . 20 8

41 WIII 35 (Sc 352a) FDC cacheted unaddressed, French cancel VF 180 80

42 FR 6 Franco label * NH VF 13 1 1

43 Campione d'Italia 6-12 U VF 19 1 7

PRO JUVENTUTE (W I)

44 53-6 (Sc B53-6) U F-VF 12 2

45 68 (Sc B68) U F-VF 13 4

46 69-72 (Sc B69-72) U F-VF 16 3

47 72 (Sc B72) * NH VF 10 2

48 73-6 (Sc B73-6) U F-VF 19 4

49 80 (Sc B84) on registered cover to Holstein, Automobil-Postbureau cance l

(Pen A-3)

52 2 5

50 105-8 (Sc B126-9) registered FDC to London, German and British censor

tapes and marks

260+ 95

51 106-8 (Sc B 127-9) registered FDC to Cincinnati, German censor tape and

marks, multiple receiving backstamps, est . cat .

160+ 7 5

52 113-6 (Sc B150-3) U F-VF 14 3

PRO PATRIA (W II)

53 5c (Sc B102 var .) light red shade, U VF 40 1 8

54 86-90 (Sc 272-6) registered FDC to Canada, backstamped 32 1 0

55 91-5 (Sc B282-6) U VF 7 3

56 96-100 (Sc B292-6) U VF 11 3

57 103-7 (Sc B303-7) U VF 9 3

58 108-12 (Sc B313-7) cacheted unaddressed FDC VF 14 4

59 113-7 (Sc B324-8) cacheted unaddressed FDC VF 10 4

60 118-22 (Sc B334-8) cacheted unaddressed FDC VF 6 1

AIRMAIL COVERS
61 LPK PF 2A, Bern-Burgdorf 1913 pioneer flight, clean PPC with Bern stam p

F III .

152 75

62 LPK PF 4B, Herisau 1913 pioneer flight, official card with Herisau stamp F

V, but not a pretty cover

800 150
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63 F VI Langnau pioneer stamp * HR F-VF 400 200

64 LPK HT 354c "Furs Vaterland" card to Paris, 1913 32 20

65 LPK 30.3b, Flugtag Willisau official card flown Zurich-Bern, franked wit h

F 5 (Sc C5)

64 35

66 LPK SF32 .7h, 3 rd Int'l Flugmeeting Zurich 1932, Interlaken-Zurich ,

franked with F 16-8 (Sc C16-8) . Stamps cat . 75 alone, or on cover . . . -

87 25

67 LPK SF38 .3a, Aarau-Bellinzona flight 1938, franked with F19,F25 (Sc

C19,C24) . Stam p s cat. 97 alone, or on cover . . .

88 3 0

68 F42, WI 120 (Sc C42, B161) on registered official first flight cover Swissai r

to New York, backstamps

44 1 0

BIE - FORERUNNERS (D V)
69 I-VIII * NH VF, complete set 82 4 2

70 II U VF on piece 34 1 7

71 II U VF 34 1 7

72 II on cover with 215 (Sc 243) Geneve 6 .X!! .40 43 25

73 III U VF, poor cancel, smudged 60 10

74 IV * NH VF sheet of 12 173 90

75 V * NH VF sheet of 12, gum bends 82 46

76 VII * NH VF sheet of 12 307 170

77 V U VF pair 80 32

78 VI U VF strip of 3 120 48

79 VII U VF 72 3 8

80 VIII U VF on piece 40 2 0

81 Previous four lots as a group 312 12 0

82 IX * NH VF souvenir sheet 208 100

RAILWAY STAMPS (E)
83 16Aa * NH F-VF corner margin copy 11 5

84 17Aa * NH F VF corner margin copy 11 5 .5 0

85 24A * NH F VF corner margin copy 8 4

86 28 * NH VF 24 1 0

87 28 U block of 4 Bern Hbf. Boxed cancel VF 16 6

88 31 * NH VF 24 1 0

89 31 U block of 4 Montreux/C .F.F . CDS, VF 56 24

90 45*NH VF 6 3

91 65y * NH VF 3 2

92 66y * NH F-VF 3 2

93 70y * NH VF 15 8

94 72y * NH VF 26 14

95 72y * F VF 13 7

96 73y * NH VF 52 24

97 73y * F-VF 26 1 2

98 73y U block of 4 Baden S.B.B. boxed cancel, VF 51 2 6

99 83*NH VF 3 2

100 84 * NH VF 5 3

101 86 * NH VF 22 10
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102 86 * VF 11 5

103 87 * NH VF 26 10

104 88 * NH VF 26 10

105 88 * VF 13 5

106 89 * NH VF 22 11 .50

LIECHTENSTEIN
107 339 (Sc 356A) U block of 4, FD cancel, VF OG NH 8 4

108 349-53 (Sc 359,361,363,365-6) FDC VF 28 1 2

109 357-60 (Sc 360,362,364,367) FDC VF 5 2

110 375-8 (Sc 386-9) * NH VF 3 1

111 405-8 (Sc 416-9) FDC VF 4 1

112 510 (Sc 512) U block of 4 with FD cancel VF OG NH 2 1

113 571 (Sc 570) * NH VF block of 4 13 6

114 571 (Sc 570) U VF 3 1

115 576-8 (Sc 580-2) U VF 2 1

116 582-5 (Sc 583-6) U VF 3 1

117 588 (Sc 590) U with FD cancel, VF OG NH 3 1

118 589-92 (Sc 591-4) U VF 3 1

LARGE LOTS
119 27 different official PTT Sammelblatter (collection pages) of full sets

between 1961-71 with FD cancels and descriptions of stamps in 3

languages. 1999 cat .

82 24

120 Retired circuit book of Pro Juventute * and U sets and singles betwee n

1913-34, duplication (some heavy) . 1998 cat .!!

1131 150

SWISS SOLDIER STAMPS - WWI
121 1 Div 1a/1 * F-VF 120 93

122 1 Div 12/1 U VF 16 1 1

123 1 Div 29/2 * VF 12 9.50

124 2 Div 3/2 * VF 16 12.50

125 2 Div 12/1 * VF 10 7.50

126 2 Div 21a/1 * F-VF 60 46.50

127 2 Div 29a/1 * F-VF 96 75

128 2 Div 30a/1 * VF 96 75

129 2 Div 54/1 * NH VF 5 4

130 3 Div 7/1 * F-VF 12 9.50

131 3 Div 7/2 * VF 20 15.50

132 3 Div 7a/2 * VF 24 18.50

133 3 Div 8/1 * F-VF 12 9.50

134 3 Div 15a/2 * VF 32 25

135 3 Div 18/1 * NH VF 12 9.50

136 3 Div 21a/2 * VF 16 12.50

137 3 Div 24a/2 * VF 20 15 .50

138 3 Div 51/1 * NH VF light tone spots 10 7 .50

139 3 Div 51a/1 * F-VF 10 7 .50
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140 3 Div 53/1 * VF 10 7 .50

141 3 Div 58a/2 * VF 20 15 .50

142 3 Div 61a/1 * VF 120 9 3

143 3 Div 61b/1 * VF 80 62

144 3 Div 63/1 * VF 5 4

145 3 Div 69/2 * VF 144 110

146 3 Div 70/2 * VF 200 155

147 3 Div 71/2 * VF 80 62

148 3 Div 72/2 * VF 80 62

149 3 Div 74/2 * VF 144 11 0

150 3 Div 147a/2 * VF 64 50

151 4 Div 29/1 U F wrinkles, tone spots 24 1 5

152 4 Div 29a/1 U F-VF 32 20

153 Fest Trp 1/1-5/1 * F-VF complete sset 8 6.50

154 Fest Trp 21/2 * F-VF 160 120

155 Fest Trp 23e/1 * F-VF 40 3 1

156 Fest Trp 23H/1 * F-VF 24 18.50

157 Landwehr 16a/1 * VF 40 25

SWISS SOLDIER STTAMPS - WWI I

158 K'stab 3/1 * F-VF 24 1 8

159 K'stab 8/1 U VF 20 12 .5 0

160 K'stab 24a/1 * VF 16 1 2

161 K'stab 26b/1 * NH VF se-tenant pair 20 1 6

162 K'stab 27a/1 * VF se-tenant pair 80 62

163 K'stab 32/1 * NH VF 12 1 0

164 K'stab 46-49/1 * VF complete set 16 12 .5 0

165 K'stab 50/1 U VF 5 3

166 K'stab 50/2 * VF 16 1 2

167 K'stab 52/1 * VF 8 5

168 K'stab 68/1 * VF 8 5

169 K'stab 81/1 * VF 4 2 .5 0

170 K'stab 86/1 * NH VF 5 4

171 K'stab 86/2 U VF 20 1 0

172 K'stab 95/1 * VF 32 2 4

173 K'stab 110a/1 * NH VF se-tenant pair 8 6 .5 0

174 K'stab 112/2 * NH VF 8 5

175 K'stab 118/1 * NH VF 8 6

176 Art 7/1 U VF 4 2 .5 0

177 Art 28/1 * NH VF 4 3

178 Art 79a/1 * VF tete-beche pair 4 3

179 Art 151/2 * NH VF 8 6

180 Art 185b/1 * VF 16 1 2

181 Art 261/2 * NH VF 8 6.5 0

182 Art 264/2 * NH VF 8 6.5 0

183 Art 283/1 * NH VF 4 3
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184 Art 338/1 * NH VF 5 3.50

185 Art 339/2 * VF 8 6

186 HD Arbeit 41/1 * VF 32 20

187 Rad 56/3 * NH VF miniature sheet of 4 24 15

188 San 51/3 * NH VF miniature sheet of 4 40 25

189 San 52/3 * NH VF miniature sheet of 4 64 40

190 San 98/3 * NH VF miniature sheet of 4 16 8

191 Sap 36a/3 * NH VF miniature sheet of 4 16 10

192 Tele Pion 13/3 * LH VF miniature sheet of 4 16 10

193 Tele Pion 45/6 * NH VF miniature sheet of 4 48 30

194 T Trp 1/3 * NH VF miniature sheet of 4 8 5

195 T Trp 78/3 * NH VF miniature sheet of 4 12 7.50

196 T Trp 79/5 * NH VF miniature sheet of 4 8 5

197 T Trp 111/3 * NH VF miniature sheet of 4 8 5

198 T Trp 242/3 * LH VF miniature sheet of 4 12 7.50

199 T Trp 254/3 * VF miniature sheet of 4 12 7.50

200 T Trp 346/6 * NH VF miniature sheet of 4 32 20

Sales Circuit Notes
(continued from page 8)

SELLERS. Sales books with one, or two closely
related categories are always welcome. At the
moment books of Strubels, sitting Helvetias ,
cross and numeral, standing Helvetias, s e
tenant, tête-bêche, telegraph, railroad ,
Campione, soldiers and better covers are
especially welcome .

BIG NEWS IN THE WORLD OF SWISS
STAMPS . In the past few years, soldier
stamps have been gaining popularity in the U .
S. and Switzerland. Earlier this year a
complete new catalog for WWII soldier stamps
was published, and in June a similar catalo g
for WWI stamps followed. The author is
Markus Wittwer. Both catalogs are in
German, nevertheless easy to work with for
non Germans. Each stamp with its known
varieties and flaws is pictured in color right
above the description and price . All prices are
in whole francs, with no LP values . In most
cases prices are shown for stamps on cover .
The WWI catalog frequently shows the number
of stamps printed .

On a recent visit to Switzerland I
contacted three dealers specializing in soldier
stamps. All had converted their stocks to the
numbers and prices in the Wittwer catalogs .
Comparing the numbers and prices of the

Wittwer catalogs to the 1990 Sulser edition on e
finds that perhaps 5-10% of the numbers an d
prices are the same. In the vast majority o f
cases either the catalog number . the price, or
both are different .

Strubel Study Group
(continued from page 11) "stole" Perkin's
patent, and was producing a "purple-like"
dye in early 1858 . It is thus possible that
later printings of the 1 Fr . could have used
"mauveine" instead of the usual indigo
mixture .

Thus, I would like to view as many later
printings as possible, to see if this was the case .
If you can send me a scan of your later
printings (yellow threads, circular cancels), i t
would certainly help in my investigation. If
you have no scanner, a color photocopy woul d
also do OK. I am also getting all the interne t
auction scans of this stamp for comparisons .

With this issue, I complete five years of
editing TELL . I plug along, but if any of yo u
would like to take over, I should not hog the
joy forever; tell me your interest !
Meanwhile, many heartfelt thanks to al l
who have contributed good material for
these issues. -- George Struble
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